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Zephyranthes Jacala Red, Rain Lily Jacala Red - Bulbs

Zephyranthes can be deciduous or evergreen bulbous perennials, with linear leaves and funnel-shaped or crocus-like flowers in spring, summer
or autumn.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
Sales price 15
Discount

Item will be shipped by 3 - 5 days
Ask a question about this product

Description

Description for Zephyranthes Jacala Red, Rain Lily Jacala Red
Leaves are a deep glossy green and measure 3 mm wide. Flowers, which at first resemble a new leaf, but emerge from their papery sheaves to
a stunning whiteness; they are erect in perianth.
Common name
Rain lily, Autumn zephyr lily,
Peruvian swamp lily

Flower colours
Red

Bloom time
After fall

Height
Up to 20 cm

Difficulty
Easy to grow

Planting and care
The plants may be grown outdoors year round in moist, organically rich, well-drained soils in full sun.
Sunlight
Full sun to part shade

Soil
Water
Temperature
Fertilizer
Medium wet loamy to sandy Medium. Apply just enough Minimum 10 degrees C and Use any organic fertilizer.
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soil

moisture to keep the soils
from totally drying out.

above

Caring for Zephyranthes Jacala Red
Plant 10cm deep in any moderately fertile, moist but well-drained soil.
Protect from winter wet.
Generally disease and pest free.
In fall before the first frost, dig dry and store bulbs for winter in a cool, frost-free location in a medium such as peat or vermiculite that is
given minimal moisture.

Harvesting
NA

Typical uses of Zephyranthes Jacala Red
Special features: Flowers
Culinary use: NA
Ornamental use: Effective in border fronts, rock gardens and along paths or sidewalks.
Medicinal use: NA

References
http://www.learn2grow.com/plants/zephyranthes-citrina-care-and-maintenance/
https://www.rhs.org.uk/Plants/19213/Zephyranthes-candida/Details
http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?taxonid=275684&isprofile=0&

Reviews
Wednesday, 13 December 2017
Order delayed, but bulbs r very gud in size and shape.
Hope these r what they said
Minal Thamarai Selvan
Saturday, 18 November 2017
I placed an order on 2 Nd of November 2017. But not delivered yet . Can you tell me how many days it's take time for dilivered.
Shweta Rashmi
Thursday, 09 November 2017
Nice flowers
Suhasini Revandkar
More reviews
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